Garden of the Muses at the Greek sea

Modern Greek for Classical Greek scholars

a collaboration with www.epistoa.eu

The phonetics of Classical and Modern Greek differ vastly in relation to how the erasmian pronunciation of Classical Greek is taught worldwide. This crash course considers all these details and helps you to learn Modern Greek fast.

24th October - 03rd November/
04th - 10th November
(other dates possible!)

With our teacher Ms. Antonia Kyrilou
in our
music-cultural holiday-meeting place
located at the beach
surrounded by a 4000qm flower- and fruit garden

A funding project by the Hellenikon Idyllion since 27 years

Andreas Drekis
Founder and Director
of the Hellenikon Idyllion
Kyanis Aktis 20
25100 Selianitika, Greece
Phone: +30 26910 72488
Mobile: +30 69722 63356
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For more information about our course program and accommodations www.idyllion.eu